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Capture of femtosecond plasmon excitation on transient nonequilibrium states of the metal surface
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Understanding of laser-material interactions is a scientific evergreen in the fundamental research of physics
and optics. We report here that the ultrafast dynamics of the Cu(110) crystal surface is permanently captured
by the formation of subwavelength periodic structures using two collinear femtosecond laser irradiations with
different linear polarizations. Surprisingly, such periodic structures are found to have slantwise orientation that
is anomalously change as a function of the time delay between two laser beams. In the case of the shorter
time delays, the time-dependent slantwise orientations oscillated with terahertz frequency, depending on the
pulse width and the intersection angle of two polarization directions, whereas it only presents monotonic
change for the larger time delays. Analyses suggests that the former case is attributed to the surface plasmon
excitation of the temporally delayed femtosecond laser irradiation on the transient state of the metal surface,
which is consequently modulated by some nonthermal effects such as shock wave and bond hardening, while
the latter situation is predominated by thermal relaxation of the material lattice. The simulation results agree
with the experimental measurements. This investigation not only allows us to sensitively record the transient
spatiotemporal evolution on superheated metal surfaces, but also provides insights for the control of material
microprocessing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the dynamic processes of metal surfaces
induced by femtosecond laser irradiation is of importance
in both fundamental science and applications, because it is
the basis for effective manipulation of material properties at
a microscopic level [1,2]. The ultrafast dynamics, such as
electron thermalization and the acoustic phonons, generally
have been studied using optical transient reflectivity measure-
ments, where the very weak detection is considered from the
temporal evolution of the refractive index of materials [3–8];
thus, achieving high signal-to-noise-ratio is often needed with
sensitive and sophisticated instruments. In order to improve
the detection sensitivity, some pioneering experiments have
employed surface plasmons (SPs) as a probe to monitor
thermal dynamics in metal films [9–11], in which the time-
resolved signals come from the integration on the whole laser-
exposed surface. However, a comprehensive diagnosis of the
ultrafast dynamic processes of the material, such as the spatial
change of the refractive index and its physical influence on the
subsequent laser actions, is still lacking.

Recently, laser-induced periodic surface structures
(LIPSSs) at the subwavelength scale on materials have
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been identified as a universal phenomenon of femtosecond
laser-matter interaction especially with the energy fluence
near the damage threshold [12–15]. Such technique not
only holds the great potential towards nanostructuring
of material surfaces, but also demonstrates miraculous
effects of the surface refunctionalization [16,17]. Although
several mechanisms and pump-probe experiments have
been attempted to explain the LIPSSs formation [18–22],
the related ultrafast dynamics are not yet clearly depicted.
Further deep insights are required for understanding the
physical responses of the electrons and lattice that leads to
such structures on metal surfaces.

In this paper, we present an approach that utilizes the time-
dependent orientation change of the subwavelength LIPSSs,
to capture the transient nonequilibrium states on copper sur-
face and their physical effects on the surface plamson exci-
tation, under irradiation of two temporally delayed femtosec-
ond laser beams that have collinear propagation but different
linear polarizations. With varying time delay of double-laser
irradiations, the observed orientation of the LIPSSs tends to
change with two different tendencies: terahertz oscillations
and monotonic decaying. The discussion and analyses re-
vealed that the former happening only within the time delays
less than about 10 ps is physically caused by the noncollinear
excitation of surface plasmon on the optically excited metal
surface, which suffers the periodic modulations from the
round trip of the shock wave within the bond-hardening layer,
while the latter occurring at the longer time delays is attributed
to the thermal diffusion of the lattice, which makes the
transient optical properties gradually decay. The simulation
results agree well with the experimental observations.
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams for the observed orientation change of the LIPSSs on copper surface. (a) Experimental setup with two time-
delayed collinear femtosecond laser beams linearly polarized in different directions. (b) Sketch of ultrafast dynamic processes occurring on the
metal surface upon irradiation of two femtosecond laser beams. The first laser irradiation introduces some transient physical effects, including
a transient grating pattern of the optical index (shaded green regions) on the surface and the longitudinal standing shock-wave strain within
the bond-hardening layer. This subsequently affects the surface plasmon excitation of the second laser irradiation, thereby changing the spatial
orientation of the subwavelength LIPSS (the small springs represent the potential energy force among the metal lattices, which can be increased
by the higher electronic temperature).

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The light source in the experiments was a chirped-pulse Ti:
sapphire laser amplifier system, which delivered femtosecond
laser pulse trains (1 kHz, 800 nm) with the horizontal po-
larization. The laser pulse duration time can be varied from
τ = 50 fs to 24 ps by adjusting the grating-pair separation
in a compressor of the amplifier. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
each laser pulse out of the amplifier was divided into two
equal-energy beams (S1 and S2) by a splitter BS1, and the
polarization direction of the laser beam S1 was rotated by a
half wave plate, leading to an intersection angle of θ between
the two laser polarization directions. After passing through
the optical-delay lines, two femtosecond laser beams were
adjusted into collinear propagation and focused through a
microscope objective lens (4×, NA = 0.1) onto the single-
crystal copper (110) surface with a high purity (>99.99%)
at normal incidence. The surface roughness of the sample
was achieved less than 5 nm through the mechanical and
electrochemical polishing treatments. The sample was placed
∼300 μm before the focus, which allowed for a 1/e2 beam
spot diameter of approximately 60 μm on the target. The
experiment was carried out using a line-scribing method (with
a scanning speed of 0.1 mm/s) under irradiation of the fixed
laser beams, resulting in 600 pulses partially overlapped on
one laser spot area. Before and after the experiments, the sam-
ple surface was ultrasonically cleaned in acetone solution. The
surface morphology of laser-exposed surfaces was examined
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Observation of LIPSSs at zero time-delay
irradiation of two lasers

Figure 2(a) shows the surface morphology of the sample
material irradiated by two femtosecond laser beams at zero
time delay (�t = 0), i.e., the simultaneous illumination of two

lasers, where the two laser polarizations are set differently to
give an intersection angle of θ = 45◦ (the linear polarization
of the laser irradiation S2 is always maintained along the
horizontal direction), and each laser fluence was sufficiently
reduced (F = 0.175 J/cm2) to make no evident damage under
its individual irradiation. Clearly, the obtained surface struc-
tures exhibit the pattern of one-dimensional subwavelength
LIPSSs, associated with a slantwise orientation angle (SOA)
of α ≈ 26◦ relative to the vertical direction. (Because the
single-laser irradiation S2 at the higher energy would like to
bring the LIPSSs with the vertical orientation, this direction
will be considered as a reference for the rest of the paper.)
Such structural orientation is totally different from those
formed under two individual laser irradiations with the higher
energy fluence (F = 0.28 J/cm2), in which each laser irradia-
tion usually interacts with the equilibrium states of the metal
surface, resulting in the LIPSS orientation perpendicular to the
direction of the laser polarization, as shown in the right panel
of Fig. 2(a).The measured SOA approximates one half of the
intersection angle θ = 45◦ between two laser polarizations.
This result suggests that the LIPSSs formation is based on the
physical correlations between two laser-material interaction
processes rather than their separated actions. Furthermore,
when the intersection angle θ changes through rotating the
polarization direction of the first laser irradiation S1, the
obtained SOA of the LIPSSs became different; nevertheless,
its variation feature follows the dependence of α ≈ θ/2, as
shown by the black squares in Fig. 2(b). If the two laser beams
have orthogonal polarizations, we can find no LIPSSs forma-
tion but some randomly distributed melting nanoparticles on
the surface (See Supplemental Material, Fig. S1 [23]). The
measured total laser-energy fluencies required for the LIPSSs
formation at different intersection angles of θ are shown by
the blue dots in Fig. 2(b), whose agreement with the fitting
of 1/ cos (θ/2)2 (blue dashed curve) indicates the effect of
optical interference between the two laser beams. Moreover,
we have carried out the experiment to investigate how the
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FIG. 2. Formation of the slantwise-oriented LIPSSs by two different linear polarization of femtosecond lasers at zero time-delay irradiation.
(a) SEM pictures of the LIPSSs formed on Cu (110) surface by two femtosecond laser irradiations with the intersection angle of θ = 45◦

between their polarization directions (left panel); the results obtained from the two individual laser irradiations with higher energy fluence are
also shown (right panel) for comparison, where the yellow double arrows (E1 and E2) denote the electric fields of the laser irradiations; both
blue and red dashed lines represent the spatial orientations of the LIPSSs. (b) The measured variation of SOA (black squares) and total energy
fluence for the LIPSSs formation (blue circles) as a function of the polarization intersection angle θ , where the blue dashed curve is for the
fitting by 1/ cos (θ/2)2.

LIPSSs change with different intersection angles of θ when
the total fluence was maintained constant. It was found that
for the larger θ values the LIPSSs appearance became faded
and even disappeared completely. This is because the intensity
of the constructive interference fringes turns to reduce to
insufficiently ablate the material surface.

B. Observation of LIPSSs at nonzero time-delay
irradiation of two lasers

In this section we study the dependence of the structural
SOA on the time delay of two laser irradiations at a resolution
of 200 fs, and the results are illustrated in Fig. 3. The variation
of SOA of the LIPSSs shows a strong relay on the time delays.
For example, at �t = 1.2 ps, the measured SOA approximates
α = 22◦, being 4° smaller than that of zero time-delay case; at
the longer time delay of �t = 2.4 ps; however, the measured
SOA increases to α = 28.6◦ rather than continuing to reduce.
In other words, the measured SOA performs an oscillating
behavior till the time delay of �t = 12 ps, which suggests
the complex interplays happening between two laser-material
interactions. Nevertheless, for the longer time delays of

�t > 12 ps, the measured SOA decreases and it becomes
almost zero at �t > 40 ps, that is, in this case the LIPSSs are
oriented in the vertical direction, indicating the predominant
role of the second femtosecond laser irradiation S2. Notice-
ably, when the time delay between two lasers exceeds �t =
80 ps, there are no LIPSS formation on the sample surface.

Based on our time-resolved measurements, we can obtain
the time-delay dependence of SOA, as depicted in Fig. 4(a).
It consists of two features: one is an oscillatory for the short
time delays of �t < 12 ps, which presents chirp-frequency
oscillations with slow-decaying amplitudes; the other is a
monotonic decaying for the longer time delays. Such kind of
dependence can be fitted by the following expression:

α = A exp(−�t/T1) cos[2π f (1 − β�t )�t + φ]

+ B

4(�t − tc)2 + w2
+ C, (1)

where A and f are the initial values in amplitude and fre-
quency of the oscillations, respectively, β for a parameter
describing the frequency chirp, φ for an initial phase; T1

for a decay time for the oscillation, B, tc,w, and C for the
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FIG. 3. Observation of the slantwise-oriented LIPSSs on the
sample surface for two laser irradiations having an intersection
angle of θ = 45◦ between the polarization directions, where the time
duration of two lasers is τ = 50 fs and their total energy fluence is
F = 0.35 J/cm2. The solid red line is for the direction perpendicular
to the angular bisector of θ .

parameters describing the slow variation background with a
Lorentzian function. As shown in Fig. 4(a), Eq. (1) provides
a satisfactory fit (solid red lines) to the experimental data.
Figure 4(b) shows the Fourier transform spectra of the mea-
sured oscillatory signals in the time domain, and it presents a
peak value of approximate 0.53 THz. Moreover, it is also seen
that the simulation result (solid red curve) can provide a good
fitting to the experiment in the frequency domain.

C. Change of LIPSSs orientation with other laser parameters

To identify the laser polarization effect on the variation of
SOA, we also performed the experiment with other θ angles,
i.e., the polarization direction of the first laser irradiation
S1 changes while that of the second laser irradiation S2 is
maintained (see Supplemental Material, Figs. S2–S4 [24]).
The measured time-delay responses of the SOA, as shown in
Fig. 5(a), also display both the oscillatory and the monotonic
decaying components, similar to the case of θ = 45◦. They
can also be well fitted using Eq. (1). Here the maximum
oscillation magnitude increases from �α = 6◦ to 14° when
θ changes from 10° to 70°, as illustrated (black squares) in
Fig. 5(b). This strongly indicates the physical influence of the
ultrafast surface dynamics triggered by the first laser pulse
on the final formation of the LIPSSs. In particular, when
the two laser polarization directions are set parallel to each
other, we can still find the LIPSSs but with the constant SOA
regardless of the time delays, which is equivalent to a zero in
the oscillation magnitude. Moreover, the initial value of the
oscillation frequency f is also found to have an increasing
tendency with the increase of θ , as shown (blue dots) in
Fig. 5(b).

Furthermore, the time-delay dependence of the SOA os-
cillation is also strongly affected by the incident laser pulse
width (see Supplemental Material, Figs. S5 and S6 [25]).
For example, for the case of θ = 45◦ when the laser pulse
width is stretched to τ = 1 ps, the measurement of SOA
presents the oscillatory behavior for the time delays less than
�t = 11 ps and then it is followed by the monotonic decaying
process, which is similar to the observations made by the
50-fs laser pulses. Under such circumstance, both the max-
imum magnitude and the frequency of the SOA oscillation
are decreased to �α = 5◦ and f = 0.3 THz, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 5(c). In other words, increasing the laser pulse
width results in a redshifted oscillation frequency for the SOA
change. When the laser pulse width was further stretched
to τ = 10 ps, the measured oscillating behaviors in the SOA
change become rather indistinct within the shorter time-delay
range, whereas the monotonic decaying change of the SOA
still remains for the larger time delays.

FIG. 4. (a) Evolution of the SOA of the LIPSSs with the time delay between two femtosecond laser irradiations (τ = 50 fs, θ = 45◦), where
the solid black squares represent the experimental data, and the solid red line is for the fitting curve. The inset picture shows the details of the
oscillatory component within the time delays less than �t = 12 ps. (b) The obtained Fourier transform spectra for the measured oscillations in
time domain, where the red line represents a numerical fitting based on Eq. (1).
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FIG. 5. Measured influence of the other laser parameters on the oscillation change of the SOA. (a) Time-delay-dependent oscillations of the
SOA induced by different polarization intersection angles of θ = 70◦, 60°, and 30°, where the total laser energy fluences are F = 0.385 J/cm2,
0.385 J/cm2, and 0.315 J/cm2, respectively. The solid black squares represent the experimental data, and the solid red lines are for the fitting
curves. (b) Dependence of the maximum magnitude (black squares) and the frequency (blue circles) for the SOA oscillation on the θ angle.
The dashed line represents the simulation result of Eq. (3). (c) Dependence of the maximum magnitude (black circles) and the frequency (blue
squares) for the SOA oscillation on the laser pulse width.

IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSES

For the case of zero time-delay irradiation, the simulta-
neous irradiation of two lasers provides conditions for the
superposition of their electric fields, leading to a synthesized
vector along the angular bisector direction of θ , which is
equivalent to a new single-laser irradiation. According to
the previous studies [13–15,26], the corresponding surface

plasmon excitation (with a wave vector
→
ksp) and its subsequent

interference with the scattering light on the surface (with a

wave vector
→
ki) results in the distribution of the intensity

fringes (with a periodicity 	), whose ablation of the material
surface brings forth the periodic grooves (with a grating

vector |
→
kg| = 2π/	 parallel to the electric field direction).

The physical correlation among the aforementioned processes

can be described by
→
kg =

→
ksp −

→
ki . Usually, the directions of

such three vectors are parallel to each other, so that the LIPSSs
orientation is perpendicular to the laser polarization. In an
alternative understanding, the orientation of the LIPSSs is
actually determined by the direction of the excited SP vector.
Therefore, the structure orientation induced by two zero time-
delay laser irradiations has a slantwise degree of α = θ/2 with
respect to the vertical direction, which is consistent with the
experimental observations.

For the case of nonzero time-delay irradiations, the op-
tical interference between two laser irradiations becomes

substantially impossible, thus the underlying mechanisms for
the structure formation are different from those of zero time-
delay situations. Considering the time-independent parame-
ters of two laser irradiations, the orientation change of LIPSSs
can be reasonably attributed to the interplay of the second
laser irradiation S2 with the nonequilibrium properties of the
metal surface triggered by the first laser irradiation S1. The
relevant physical processes can be depicted as follows: Being
similar to the single-beam laser irradiation, the first laser
irradiation S1 generates the intensity fringes due to its SP
excitation, the subsequent absorption of which modifies the
optical index of the metal surface into the periodic gratinglike

patterns (with a grating vector
→
k′

g parallel to the polarization
direction of the laser irradiation S1) [19,20]. In physics, the
translational symmetry of the metal surface is thus destroyed.
Because of the short-life existence, such obtained periodic
patterns of the optical index earn the appellation “transient
grating of the refractive index.” By standing at the point of the
time-delayed laser irradiation S2, we can consider that there
exists an azimuth angle of θ between its polarization direction

and the transient grating vector
→
k′

g. According to Ref. [27],

the noncollinear directions of
→
ki and

→
k′

g vectors can modulate
the vectorial direction of SP excitation, which consequently
determines the spatial orientation of the LIPSSs. The cou-
pling condition is described using a simple trigonometry, i.e.,
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FIG. 6. Theoretical analyses of the temporal evolution of the LIPSSs orientation on copper surfaces. (a) Proposed physical model for the
observed SOA change by two femtosecond laser irradiations with the linear polarization in different directions (left and right panels represent

different time-delay regimes), where �
→
k′

g represents the modulation of the transient grating vector based on the shock-wave effect, and
→
ksp (red

lines) for the excited SP vector of the second laser irradiation. Inset pictures located at the upper-right corner of each panel map the physical
process of the SOA oscillation, with

→
r1 and

→
r2 being the structure orientations formed by two individual high energy fluence of laser irradiations

S1 and S2, respectively. (b) Simulation results of the lattice density fluctuation (black lines) and the shock-wave reflectivity (blue lines) at the
boundaries of bond hardening for two different laser pulse widths.

→
ksp =

→
ki +

→
k′

g, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Based on the geometrical

relation, the slantwise degree of
→
ksp excited from the delayed

laser irradiation S2 is given by

tan α = |
→
k′

g| sin θ

|
→
ki | + |

→
k′

g| cos θ

. (2)

Accordingly, the observed time-dependent change of the
SOA can be attributed to the modulation on the transient

grating vector to bring about �
→
k′

g(�t ). Now we can rewrite
Eq. (2) into a new expression:

tan (α + �α) = |
→
k′

g ±�
→
k′

g| sin θ

|
→
ki | + |

→
k′

g ±�
→
k′

g| cos θ

. (3)

Clearly, �α tends to increase with increasing θ at the given

�
→
k′

g, and from its periodic change with the time delay one can

deduce a time-delay-dependent periodic change of �
→
k′

g(�t )
which is easier to reveal the physical essence of the SOA

oscillations. The calculated oscillation magnitude of the SOA
versus different θ angles is shown in Fig. 5(b), which matches
the experimental data.

Physically, the periodic time-delay variation of �
→
k′

g(�t )
can be understood from the time-delay change in the dielec-
tric constant εm(�t ) of the transient index grating, which
is described as follows: When the first laser irradiation S1

hits the target to result in the SP excitation and the tran-
sient index grating, the electrons in the local periodic energy
deposition areas are overheated and consequently produce a
pressure or stress through potential deformation [28]. As a
result, the equilibrium position of the lattice is altered, and it
subsequently affects the optical index of the transient grating
vector. This ultrafast laser-induced stress is proportional to
the electronic temperature change of δTe(z, t ), i.e., σDP =
−γeCeδTe(z, t ) (γe and Ce being the Grüneisen coefficient
and heat capacity of electrons, respectively [28]), and can
generate shock wave propagating along the depth direction
[29–31] (see Supplemental Material, Fig. S7 for the tempera-
ture evolution of both the electrons and the lattice, where the
electron temperature is heated up to several tens of thousands
of kelvin within the relaxation time of �t = 12 ps while the
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lattice temperature is kept virtually unperturbed [32]). On the
other hand, the previous studies proved that such transient
extreme conditions can also cause a bond-hardening layer
on the metal surface through reducing the screening of the
attractive interatomic potential by delocalization of highly ex-
cited free electrons [33–36], thus the metal properties are in-
evitably modulated by the increase of the lattice stability, e.g.,
producing a higher melting temperature and a larger elastic
stiffness, and making the shock-wave velocity (v) differ from
that of the unaffected regions. Eventually, the mismatch of the
shock-wave impedance can be achieved at the boundaries of
bond-hardening layer (a thickness L) to cause the reflection
of shock wave, which is very similar to the observations of
the periodic acoustic signals in ultrafast heating of metal films
deposited on the substrate material [12,37]. In other words, it
is the shock-wave generation and bond hardening induced by
the first laser irradiation that result in the round trips of the
longitudinal shock wave with the frequency of v/2L, leading
to the modulation of the transient optical properties of the
material surface at the same frequency. This kind of shock
wave happening within the time range of the electron-lattice
coupling belongs to the nonthermal behavior.

Because the formation of standing shock wave within
the bond-hardening layer creates periodic fluctuations in the
lattice density, i.e., η(t − 2L

ν
) = [nl (t − 2L

ν
) − n0

l ]/n0
l , where

nl (t − 2L
ν

) and n0
l are the lattice density in the nonequilib-

rium and the equilibrium states, respectively [38], the time-
dependent dielectric function on the metal surface can be
written as εm(t − 2L

ν
) = ε0

m[1 + nl (t − 2L
ν

)] with ε0
m being

the equilibrium-state dielectric function, and consequently

modulates the transient grating vector (
→
k′

g) by �
→
k′

g(t − 2L
ν

) =
→
ki

2|ε0
m|η(t − 2L

ν
). Therefore, the vectorial direction of the excited

SP for the second laser irradiation S2 is periodically altered
as a function of the time delay, as shown in Fig. 6(a) (left
panel), and leads to the oscillation change of the structure
orientation.

Now we give some estimation based on the mechanism
discussed above. From the linear absorption data of copper
in Ref. [39], a penetration depth approximates as 12 nm at the
wavelength of 800 nm, which suggests that the thickness of
bond-hardening layer is roughly limited within such optically
excited region. Therefore, with the measured average oscilla-
tion frequency of 0.53 THz for the SOA of the structures at
θ = 45◦, we obtain a velocity of v = 12.7 km/s for the shock
wave propagating inside the transient bond-hardening layer,
about 2.7 times higher than the sound velocity of 4.7 km/s in
copper material. This calculation result seems to be reasonable
compared with the report in Ref [29], where the shock-wave
velocity in crystalline iron material excited by femtosecond
laser is 4 times higher than the tabulated value at room
temperature. Accordingly, for the higher electron temperature,
larger shock-wave velocity is expected, which corresponds to
a larger oscillation frequency of SOA. This prediction can be
confirmed by the measured data (blue squares) in Fig. 5(b),
where higher incident laser fluences are required for larger
θ . Moreover, with increasing time delays, the laser-induced
bond-hardening effect on the metal surface is gradually
weakened via the electron-lattice coupling that dissipates the

electron energy within a few tens of picoseconds, which
makes the shock-wave velocity slower; simultaneously, the
electron diffusion process that carries the energy farther into
the depth can extend the thickness of the bond-hardening
layer. Both increase the round-trip time of shock-wave prop-
agation, being consistent with the observed decreasing fre-
quency of the SOA oscillation. With the electron temperature
reduced and the lattice temperature increased, their thermal
equilibrium is reached at approximately 12 ps, at which the
lattice is softened to make the boundaries of bond hardening
become indistinct [31]; thus, the round trip of shock wave
cannot be supported anymore. Correspondingly, there is no
occurring of the periodic disturbance on the lattice density.
This can explain the disappearing SOA oscillation at the time
delay of 12 ps in Fig. 4(a).

When the time delay is longer than the electron-lattice
relaxation, the temporal evolution of the transient grating is
dominated by thermal diffusion, which makes the transient

grating vector (
→
k′

g) gradually reduce. Consequently, the vecto-
rial direction of the excited SP of the second laser irradiation
S2 monotonically changes toward the laser wave vector

→
ki , as

shown in Fig. 6(a) (right panel). This is why the decaying
variation of the SOA occurs during the time interval of 12–
40 ps. For time delay longer than 40 ps, the transient grating
dissipates to disappear completely, so that the SOA no longer
changes.

When the pulse width of two laser irradiations was
stretched into picoseconds with the reduced peak intensities,
the level of electron temperature improvement would likely
be decreased, which of course weakens the bond-hardening
strength in the metal surface. The longer the pulse width,
the lower the electron temperature and the weaker the bond
hardening becomes. As a result, the shock-wave velocity
within the bond-hardening layer turns out to be smaller. The
simulations of the pulse-width-dependent physical effects are
identified in Fig. 6(b) (see details in Supplemental Material
[40]), wherein the stronger deformation potential induced by
the femtosecond laser causes both the larger fluctuations in the
lattice density and the greater mismatch in the shock-wave ve-
locity; thus, the higher reflection of approximately 90% for the
shock wave arriving at the bond-hardening boundaries is ob-
tained and it can remain during the electron-lattice relaxation
process. We can also see from Fig. 6(b) that for the incident
laser pulse width of 1 ps the available shock-wave reflection
at the bond-hardening boundaries decreases to approximately
70% due to the smaller fluctuation in the lattice density,

leading to smaller variations of �
→
k′

g, which finally presents
the weaker change in the SOA oscillation. In other words,
when the laser intensity reduces at the longer pulse width, the
level of bond hardening is weakened and the round-trip time
of the shock-wave propagation is apt to increase, resulting
in the lower frequency (0.3 THz) of the SOA oscillation, as
shown in Fig. 5(c). Correspondingly, the calculated shock-
wave velocity in the bond-hardening condition approximates
v = 6 km/s, slightly larger than the sound velocity. If the
pulse widths of the laser irradiations are stretched more than
10 ps, a small increase of the electron temperature makes
the bond hardening negligible and thus the round trip of
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the shock wave rarely occurs, leading to no change of SOA
oscillation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we presented observation of the time-resolved
modulations on the subwavelength LIPSS formation on cop-
per surface using two different linearly polarized femtosecond
laser irradiations. The experimental results discovered two
distinct variation tendencies for the evolution of the struc-
ture orientation with the time delay between two lasers: the
terahertz-frequency oscillations for the time delays less than
12 ps and the monotonic decaying at longer time delays.
Moreover, it was also found that the oscillation behaviors
are more likely affected by both the laser pulse width and
the polarization direction. The involvement of physics has
been revealed as follows: During the oscillation regime, the
incident first laser irradiation firstly produces the transient
gratinglike distribution of the refractive index on the metal
surface, along with other nonthermal effects such as shock
wave and bond hardening. Because of their periodic physical
disturbances and modulations, the noncollinear excitation of
surface plasmon for the time-delayed second laser irradiating

on the metal surface occurs, which consequently changes the
LIPSS orientation in a periodic way. For the case of mono-
tonic decaying observation, the time-dependent evolution of
the transient grating was dominated by thermal diffusion
of the material, which makes the transient grating effect
gradually vanish. Our physical analyses presented satisfactory
explanations to the experimental phenomena, with good con-
sistency between the simulation and the measurement results.
We believe that the further investigation into this line of
research will not only give deeper insights into the ultrafast
dynamic processes of femtosecond laser-metal interactions
but also benefit metal processing and manufacture.
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